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SPOTLIGHT

021-1811 FS-FLEX270

MINING IRON WORK
ENGINEERED FOR
MINING

Reflective for Safety
Hands-Free Storage

ENGINEERED FOR
IRON WORK

More Secure Fit
Added Durability

DELIVERING EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED
SPECIALTY HARNESS SOLUTIONS

NEW BETTER
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With special reflective webbing and a place to store 
everything from your radio to your lantern and 
extra battery, this new mining harness really shines.

ADDED SAFETY: Reflective webbing ensures worker 
visibility in dark mining environments
HANDS-FREE STORAGE: Multiple attachments keep 
your tools at your fingertips:
- Radio loop & tool ring on each shoulder
- Side tool strap on each hip
- Adjustable belt holds lamp & battery
COMFORT FIT: Easy pull-down adjustment with 
fixed mating buckle chest and friction torso 
adjusters provides the right fit
EXTRAS: Comes with two removable split D-ring 
lanyard keepers, removable shoulder pad, dorsal 
D-ring and tongue buckle legs

021-1810 (S)

021-1811 (M)

021-1812 (L)

021-1813 (XL)

021-1814 (2X)

021-1815 (3X)

FS-FLEX270-XS

FS-FLEX270-S

FS-FLEX270-M

FS-FLEX270-L

FS-FLEX270-XL

FS-FLEX270-2X

FS-FLEX270-3X

FS-FLEX270-4X

DESIGNED WITH
MINING IN MIND

This harness has been upgraded to meet the demanding 
needs of iron workers, redesigned with a fit that meets 
the constant lifting and bending needs of the trade plus 
updates for extra durability when carrying a heavy load.

SECURE FIT: Designed to stay put for workers on the move:
- Special tongue buckle adjuster eliminates loose
  torso straps
- Elastic keeper slides over torso buckle for secure hold
- Fixed dorsal D-ring keeps SRL in its proper place all day
ADDED DURABILITY: Reinforced shoulder pad adds strength 
exactly where it's needed for longer-lasting performance
PRO+ COMFORT: Improved leg construction with removable 
pads and fixed waist pad for trusted, professional comfort
EXTRAS: Comes with smaller chest slides for easier lanyard 
parking, a convenient dorsal SRL link, side positioning 
D-rings, quick-connect chest and tongue buckle legs

NOT JUST TOUGH,
IRON WORKER
TOUGH


